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Michele Sturgell
00:10 28 Dec 22

Appreciated the prompt call back.
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Michael Rowan Heraty
22:48 09 Jun 22

I give this firm my highest rating and recommendation for anyone with legal tax issues. Steve Anderson and Jerry Borison are exceptional Legal Professionals that know how to solve complex IRS tax issues in a timely and effective manner. Their knowledge is unmatched and their ability to craft real solutions in short order will help you sleep much better. Jerry explained his game plan for solving my case quickly and with the least amount of pain. He is a Legal Tax Rock Star! I previously worked with two other firms with very unsatisfactory results and huge fees then went on forever. Jerry Borison and the attorneys of Anderson & Jahde are the only ones I would  trust to handle my legal tax work.
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I highly recommend Professor Jerry Borison -- highly ethical, prompt, practical, and has great attention to detail.  He manages to breakdown the most complicated of tax issues so that anyone can understand.  I cannot recommend the good professor enough.
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I contacted Brian to discuss sales taxes for out of state sellers in Colorado. Brian is a subject matter expert and was extremely helpful and responsive. I highly recommend Brian if you ever need a tax attorney in Colorado.
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I had an issue with real estate tax strategy. The partners of Anderson & Jahde were responsive, friendly, and very knowledgeable. I would highly recommend this firm!
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Briana Fehringer was fantastic.  She took the IRS apart.  I recommend her with out reservation to anyone with a tax issue.
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Windham Loopesko
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I have been extremely pleased as a new client of Anderson Jahde.  I had previously used a major international law firm on a matter that had gone on for nearly a year. I became increasingly dissatisfied and sought new counsel, landing at Anderson Jahde at the recommendation of my accountant.  Within two months, the matter had been resolved to my 100% satisfaction.  Steve Anderson and Briana Fehringer not only got the result I wanted, but they were unfailingly prompt and thorough in their communication.  Working with lawyers should always be like my experience with them!
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I believe that a business is only as good as its client facing staff.  That is absolutely true for Anderson Jahde, and specifically for Brian Huebsch.  After finding ourselves in the cross hairs of the IRS, we turned to Anderson Jahde and met Brian.Our IRS issue began with an embezzling accountant in our business and ended with the Trust portion of payroll taxes that were never remitted, along with penalties and interest being attributed to us.  We initially engaged an attorney (not specifically versed in dealing with the IRS).   No real progress was made and ended with the IRS unilaterally terminating a payment agreement.  It was at this point that we engaged Anderson Jahde.One thing that I learned, and that I tell everyone who will listen, is that like Casino's in Vegas, the house and IRS wins in the end.  Dealing with the IRS, and the resulting toll from intimidation, fear, concern, and anxiety is not something anyone should have to face.  We had our bank accounts levied...the IRS has long arms.  Our financial future hung in the balance.From the first meeting in July 2013 with Anderson Jahde, Steven Anderson and specifically Brian, made us feel at ease.  Brian explained the nature of what the IRS can do, and what they cannot do; what we can do and should not do.  Brian was able to get the bank account levies removed, and successfully guided us through the offer in compromise process concluding in early 2018.Brian's legal expertise, his experience in dealing with the IRS and their processes and the timing of the processes, combined with his calm and reassuring demeanor allowed us to go about our personal and professional lives with little worry (it never goes away) about the predicament that we were in.
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I highly recommend Janine Guillen. She is very knowledgeable and I rely upon her expertise on a regular basis.
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